Microenvironmental Regulation of Telomerase Isoforms in Human Embryonic Stem Cells
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Recent evidence points to extra-telomeric, noncanonical roles for telomerase in regulating stem cell function. In this study, human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) were cultured in 20% or 2% O2 microenvironments for up to 5 days and evaluated for telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) expression and telomerase activity. Results showed increased cell survival and maintenance of the undifferentiated state with elevated levels of nuclear TERT in 2% O2-cultured hESCs despite no significant difference in telomerase activity compared with their high-O2-cultured counterparts. Pharmacological inhibition of telomerase activity using a synthetic tea catechin resulted in spontaneous hESC differentiation, while telomerase inhibition with a phosphorothioate oligonucleotide telomere mimic did not. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis revealed variations in transcript levels of full-length and alternate splice variants of TERT in hESCs cultured under varying O2 atmospheres. Steric-blocking of Δα and Δβ hTERT splicing using morpholino oligonucleotides altered the hTERT splicing pattern and rapidly induced spontaneous hESC differentiation that appeared biased toward endomesodermal and neuroectodermal cell fates, respectively. Together, these results suggest that post-transcriptional regulation of TERT under varying O2 microenvironments may help regulate hESC survival, self-renewal, and differentiation capabilities through expression of extra-telomeric telomerase isoforms.

Introduction

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) can be characterized by their ability to self-renew for extended periods in addition to possessing the capacity to give rise to lineage-restricted cell types through differentiation [1]. ESCs undergo long-term self-renewal due, in part, to the maintenance of telomere length/integrity [2]. Human telomeres contain a six-oligonucleotide repeat sequence (TTAGGG)n that is tandemly reiterated up to 15–20kb at both ends of every chromosome [3]. A conserved set of proteins interact with telomeric DNA to provide protection against chemical modification and nuclease digestion, as well as to regulate telomere length and structure [4]. Maintenance of these telomeric regions results in enhanced chromosomal stability [5] and helps counteract the loss of terminal-coding DNA sequences that occurs during DNA synthesis [6] that leads cells, including stem cells [7], to senescence/apoposis at a dysfunctional (uncapped) telomere length [8].

Telomere shortening can be overcome by de novo synthesis of telomeric repeats, catalyzed by the multisubunit ribonucleoprotein enzyme telomerase [9]. The telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) component binds an RNA component (TERC) that aligns telomerase to the chromosomal ends and acts as a template for the addition of telomeric DNA [10]. High telomerase activity is characteristic of germ line and other tissues with high renewal capacity, cancer cells, and stem cells but not somatic cells [11,12]. Tissues with a high cell turnover, such as skin, bone marrow, intestine, and testis, exhibit progressive tissue atrophy, stem cell depletion, organ system failure, and impaired tissue injury responses in telomerase-deficient mice with critically short or uncapped telomeres [13–15]. Aplastic anemia and dyskeratosis congenita patients, who have mutations in hTERT and/or hTERC components of telomerase, display skin abnormalities and bone marrow failure, the latter resulting from defects in maintaining the hematopoietic stem cell pool [16,17]. Conversely, telomerase (TERT)
overexpression extends telomeres, reduces DNA damage signaling and associated checkpoint responses, reactivates proliferation in quiescent cultures, and eliminates degenerative phenotypes across multiple organs [18–20]. Telomerase activation by transgenic [19,20] or pharmacological means [21] can reverse tissue degeneration and increase health span in aged mice. Together, these observations support the hypothesis that telomere length and telomerase activity are determinants for tissue homeostasis and regeneration. Interestingly, overexpression of TERT in the epidermal stem cells of transgenic mice promotes stem cell mobilization simultaneously with increased proliferation, enhanced hair growth, and augmented skin hyperplasia in the absence of telomere length alterations [22], indicating that TERT has noncanonical, extra-telomeric functions as well [20,22,23]. Interestingly, alterations in cell function can be achieved by the overexpression of a catalytically inactive TERT mutant lacking reverse transcriptase function [24–28], highlighting potentially novel extra-telomeric roles in stem cell biology.

Naturally occurring TERT isoforms lacking reverse transcriptase function and thus telomerase activity can arise through the generation of splice variants by exon skipping, intron retention, and alternative usage of splice donor and acceptor sites. To date, 22 alternatively spliced hTERT mRNAs have been reported resulting in several in-frame and out-of-frame TERT variants [29–32]. These hTERT splice variants can lack reverse transcriptase (telomeric) function and their expression can modify telomerase activity levels [33]. These hTERT splice forms include the Δβ variant (deletion of exons 7 and 8), resulting in a truncated, enzymatically inactive telomerase. The Δx variant (employing an alternative splice site in exon 6) is also an enzymatically inactive, dominant inhibitor of telomerase activity when overexpressed [34]. Both variants can combine into an hTERT ΔxΔβ variant [31,32]. The Δγ variant is an in-frame deletion of 189bp, corresponding to the complete loss of exon 11 within the reverse transcriptase domain of hTERT [31]. These hTERT deletion variants are detected in a number of cancers and tumor cell lines and additionally during development displaying tissue-specific and gestational-age-dependent expression patterns that reduce telomerase activity levels and may influence variations in telomere lengths [35–37]. However, additional efforts have revealed that no correlation exists between the levels of TERT splice variants and the decrease in telomerase activity observed during cellular differentiation [38,39]. Therefore, it is necessary to consider other function(s) for alternatively spliced variants of TERT beyond modulating telomerase activity, as these roles would reveal novel mechanisms of controlling stem cell function [40].

The expression profiles of TERT variants indicate that these splicing events are not random and suggest an important physiological role [36]. It is clear that the functions of telomerase in apoptosis, proliferation, and differentiation are independent of its telomeric role [41]. Functional telomerase has been identified in the cytosol or in mitochondria of cells [42–44]. Extra-telomeric TERT alters stem cell function and tissue homeostasis by acting as a transcriptional cofactor to modulate Wnt signaling [24–26,28]. Since several TERT splice variants are abundantly expressed and individually do not exhibit telomeric function, alternative protein isoforms of TERT, especially those without reverse transcriptase activity, are a likely source of these noncanonical, extra-telomeric functions [44–47]. Our previous data [48] and those of others have demonstrated that overexpression of TERT is associated with increased expression of growth-promoting genes and suppression of growth-inhibitory genes [48–50] that promote a progenitor-like stem cell state [48]. TERT overexpression enhances the proliferation and colony-forming ability of human stem cells but suppresses their in vitro differentiation potential [51]. Conversely, knockdown of all TERT transcripts causes reduced ESC proliferation and loss of pluripotency and induces differentiation, indicating an integral role for TERT isoforms in the maintenance of ESC state [51]. Therefore it is critical to investigate the extra-telomeric roles of TERT isoforms to fully understand their contributions to stem cell self-renewal and differentiation.

Herein, we investigated expression of several TERT splice variants (Δx, Δβ, and ΔxΔβ) and their interplay with telomerase activity levels and stem cell function in human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) cultured under varying O2 microenvironments that either promoted or hindered their proliferation in the undifferentiated state. We also utilized two distinct small molecule inhibitors of telomerase activity and morpholino-induced alteration of TERT pre-mRNA splicing to determine the potential roles of these telomerase isoforms in hESC self-renewal. Our findings indicate that extra-telomeric TERT isoforms are essential effectors through which varying O2 microenvironments regulate self-renewal and pluripotency of hESCs.

Materials and Methods

hESC culture

hESCs (H9 line, passage 25; WiCell, Madison, WI) were cultured in six-well tissue culture plates on a monolayer of CF-1-irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) feeder layers (GlobalStem, Rockville, MD). Irradiated MFES were plated at a density of 250,000 cells/well of a six-well, gelatin-coated culture dish. Prior to plating of hESCs on MFES, wells were rinsed with hESC medium composed of knockout Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM/F12), 20% knockout serum replacement (KOSR), 1% nonessential amino acids, 2 mM glucose (CellGro, Manassas, VA), 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (Fisher, Toronto, Canada), and 4 ng/mL of basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF). H9 hESCs were grown in hESC medium in all experiments where MEF feeder cells were utilized. Cultures were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 and the medium was changed daily. hESCs were passaged mechanically using a glass pipet every 5–7 days as required. All media were passed through 0.22-μm filters for sterilization prior to use. All reagents were obtained from Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY) unless noted otherwise. The experiments performed on the human embryonic stem cell lines were approved by the Stem Cell Oversight Committee (SCOC) of the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR).

Feeder-free hESC cultures

For immunofluorescence, flow cytometry, RNA extraction, telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) assay,
pharmacological inhibition of TERT and TERC, and morpholino oligonucleotide (MO) treatments, H9 hESCs were cultured in feeder-free conditions to limit transmission of MEF cellular material to the analyzed samples. For feeder-free growth, culture dishes were coated with a 1:30 Matrigel™ (Growth Factor Reduced; BD Biosciences, Franklin Lake, NJ) and DMEM mixture and placed at 37°C to promote gelation. hESCs on Matrigel were cultured using hESC medium (as described in hESC culture section, above) that had been preconditioned on MEF feeder layers (MEF-CM) for 48 h and supplemented with a further 8 ng/mL bFGF [52], or in mTeSR1 hESC medium (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada). For high- and low-O2 culture experiments, H9 hESCs grown in feeder-free conditions were transferred to a 37°C and 5% CO2 environment containing either 20% or 2% O2, respectively, for up to 5 days. All reagents were obtained from Life Technologies unless noted otherwise.

**Immunofluorescence microscopy**

H9 hESCs grown in feeder-free conditions in either 20% or 2% O2 conditions were rinsed twice in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (in PBS) for 15 min at room temperature. For intracellular staining, fixed cells were rinsed and subsequently permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 min. Before antibody staining, fixed cells were blocked using Dako Serum Free Protein Block solution (Dako, Cambridgeshire, United Kingdom). Oct4 (clone 10H11.2), SSEA4 (clone MC-813-70), and SSEA1 (clone MC-480) primary antibodies were obtained from Millipore (Billerica, MA) and used at a 1:500 dilution. The TERT primary antibody (rabbit anti-human polyclonal; 600-401-252) was obtained from Rockland Immunochemicals (Gilbertsville, PA) and used at a 1:100 dilution. Incubation time for all primary antibodies was 1 h, in PBS containing 0.1% bovine serum albumin, at room temperature. After rinsing, the cells were incubated in telomerase-specific primary antibody of interest, and for 2 h at 4°C overnight. Donkey anti-rabbit HRP was used as a secondary antibody. β-Actin-HRP (Life Technologies) was used as a loading control and human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) and differentiated CA1 hESCs were used as TERT-low controls. Blots were quantified by densitometric analysis of expected size bands corresponding to ~127 kDa using ImageLab and the mean of the levels for CA1 and H9 normalized to β-actin. Significance of mean 20% O2 levels from 2% O2 levels was determined using a t-test.

**Flow cytometry**

H9 hESCs grown in feeder-free conditions in 20% or 2% O2 were harvested using Accutase® (Life Technologies) to obtain a single-cell suspension. After centrifugation, hESC pellets were resuspended in 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in PBS. Alexa-488-conjugated SSEA4 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA) and Alexa-647-conjugated SSEA1 (eBioscience) were added to the suspension based on approximate cell number according to the manufacturer’s instructions and incubated for 1 h at 4°C. After rinsing, cells were directly analyzed using an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). For TERT experiments, harvested cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min and subsequently permeabilized using 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS. After rinsing, cells were incubated in telomerase-specific primary antibody (mouse anti-human monoclonal, clone 2C4, 1:500 dilution of manufacturer stock; Abcam, Cambridge, MA). Primary antibody incubations were carried out for 1 h in 5% FBS in PBS at 4°C. After rinsing, cells were incubated with an appropriate secondary (goat anti-mouse polyclonal; Abcam). Representative negative control samples contained isotype controls for the primary antibodies used. Secondary antibodies were incubated for 2 h at 4°C. After rinsing, cells were directly analyzed using an Accuri C6 flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Populations were gated according to forward and side scatter patterns with filtering for viable cells using 7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) stain added prior to analysis. Data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR).
Polyribozyme profiling

H9 hESCs were cultured at 5% CO₂ in MEF-conditioned DMEM/F12 KO media in 150-mm culture flasks to 70% confluence. Before polyribozyme harvesting, cycloheximide was added to the medium at a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL. The cells were incubated at 37°C for 3 min. Cells were subsequently washed twice with PBS containing 0.1 mg/mL cycloheximide. Lysis buffer [15 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.4), 15 mM MgCl₂, 0.3 M NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1 mg/mL cycloheximide, and 200 U RNase inhibitor] was added directly to the cells. Extracts were incubated on ice for 10 min and then centrifuged to remove nuclei. The supernatant was placed on a 10%–50% sucrose gradient [15 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.4), 15 mM MgCl₂, 0.3 M NaCl, and 0.1 mg/mL cycloheximide]. Polysomes were sedimented by centrifugation at 35,000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C; and then pooled into either light- or heavy-molecular-weight fractions with volumes adjusted to 2 mL with H₂O. RNA was extracted as previously described [53] by adding 3 mL of 8 M guanidine-HCl followed by 2 min of vortexing. Subsequently, 5 mL of 100% ethanol was added to each fraction and stored overnight at −20°C. The fractions were then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 25 min to collect the RNA that was further purified for hydrolysis probe quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) using a PerfectPure RNA purification kit (5 PRIME, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD).

Hydrolysis probe RT-qPCR

Hydrolysis probe RT-qPCR was carried out on H9 hESC polysome fractions to determine whether hTERT isoforms were present in light and heavy polysomal fractions. Oligonucleotide primers and hydrolysis probes, as described by Mavrogiannou et al. [54], directed against all possible alpha/beta hTERT splicing combinations were purchased throughEurofins MWG Operon (Huntsville, AL) and were as follows: TE1/2 (5'-TCAAGGTGATGTGAGCAGG-3'); TER3 (5'-CCTGAAGCTGATCTTTGTTAAGGA-3'); KAT4b (5'-GGACCTAGCCCTGATGGC-3'); TER2 (5'-GGACGT GAGCATTGACGCTG-3'); and PROBE (5'-[6-FAM]CGTG TCTCGGTTTGAATATGCTGGCA[BHQ1a-6FAM]-3').

The X-inactive specific transcript (XIST) Taqman assay Hs01079824_m1 was purchased from Life Technologies. Hydrolysis probe RT-qPCR was carried out with Quantitect Probe PCR Master-Mix (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) on a CFX-384 in quadruplicate. Samples were run for at least 62 cycles to ensure that no amplification could be detected in the negative control. Unfractionated input was used as a positive control and no-template as a negative control. Data were normalized to the input control for a given primer set according to 2−ΔΔCt. Amplified products were further run on 2% agarose gels in order to demonstrate that the amplification was specific (data not shown).

Real-time quantitative telomeric repeat amplification protocol

Telomerase activity was measured by the fluorescent telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) assay with the TRAPeze™ RT Telomerase Detection kit (Chemicon International, Temecula, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cultured H9 hESCs were lysed in CHAPS buffer for 30 min on ice and centrifuged at 12,000 g for 20 min at 4°C. Protein concentrations were determined using the BCA protein assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Telomerase activity was assayed using 2 μg of protein per reaction, and experiments were performed in triplicate. For all experiments, HEK293T cells were used as a positive control and HDF as a negative control. Telomerase, if present in the cell extract, will add telomeric repeat sequences (TTAGGG) to the 3’ end of an oligonucleotide substrate. The number of repeat sequences added by telomerase is quantified using real-time PCR by measuring the increase in SYBR® green fluorescence upon binding to DNA. The parameters for real-time PCR were as follows: 30 min at 95°C, followed by 45 cycles of 94°C for 15 s, 59°C for 60 s, and 60°C for 10 s.

Pharmacological inhibition of telomerase activity in hESCs

Telomerase inhibitor IX (TI-IX; Calbiochem) is a cell-permeable, bis-catechol containing m-phenylenediamide compound (MST-312) that inhibits telomerase activity [55,56]. Telomerase inhibitor III (TI-III; Calbiochem) is a cell-permeable, hexameric phosphorothioate oligonucleotide (PS-ODN) compound that acts as a telomere mimic resulting in inhibition of telomerase activity [57]. H9 hESCs were grown on six-well plates in feeder-free conditions in the presence of TI-IX (10 and 20 μM), TI-III [3 and 5 μM; 5'-d(TTAGGG)-3'], or 5 μM control PS-ODN 5'-TGTGAG-3' and 5'-TGTGAGTGAG-3' (Sigma-Aldrich) in MEF-CM at 37°C under a 5% CO₂ atmosphere containing either 20% or 2% O₂. hESCs were fed daily with MEF-CM that was supplemented with the corresponding inhibitor for 3 days. Treated hESCs were subsequently assayed using real-time quantitative TRAP (RQ-TRAP), immunofluorescence, and flow cytometry (as described in the above sections).

Antisense morpholino oligonucleotide (MO) blocking of TERT splicing events

Antisense morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs; Gene Tools, LLC, Philomath, OR) complementary to specific exon-intron or intron-exon boundaries of the pre-mRNA sequence of TERT were used to specifically block specific alternative splicing events of TERT. The morpholino sequences were selected on the basis of the manufacturer’s recommendations (25 nt antisense). We delivered 3'-FITC-conjugated Δz TERT variant (intron 5/exon 6; 5'-CACCTCCACTGTTGAAGTG GAGGC-3'), Δβ TERT variant (exon 8/intron 8; 5'-CACCTG GCCAACCCTGACTTTGCCC-3'), or standard control (5'-CC TCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3') antisense morpholinos using a modified scrape method [58]. Briefly, hESCs cultured on an MEF-feeder layer were picked up mechanically into mTeSR1 medium containing 10 μM of each morpholino (Δz MO and Δβ MO) and then transferred to feeder-free conditions under 5% CO₂ in air atmosphere. ESCs were fed daily with mTeSR1 that contained 20 μM of each morpholino, for 3 days. Treated hESCs were subsequently processed for RNA extraction and quantification, and assayed by real-time RT-qPCR, immunofluorescence, and flow cytometry (as described in the above sections).
Real-time RT-qPCR

RNA was purified from a single well of cells using TRIzol® reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Life Technologies). One microgram of RNA based on NanoDrop (Thermo Scientific, Logan, UT) quantification was reverse transcribed to cDNA using the High Capacity Reverse Transcription Kit with RNase inhibitor (Life Technologies). The reaction was carried out in a BioRad C1000 Thermal Cycler with the following cycle parameters: 25°C for 10 min, 37°C for 2 h, 85°C for 5 min, and 4°C hold. Real-time PCR was performed using the TaqMan® gene expression assay with predesigned FAM-labeled probes and TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix (Life Technologies). Primers were obtained from Life Technologies and assay information can be found in Supplementary Table S1. Samples were placed in a C1000™ Thermal Cycler (BioRad) and incubated at 50°C for 2 min followed by 10 min at 95°C. Samples were then amplified at 95°C for 15 s followed by 1 min at 58°C for 46 cycles. All samples were normalized to the large ribosomal protein RPLPO as an internal control, and fold changes were calculated using the ΔΔCT method [59].

The abundance of specific hTERT RNA isoforms was assessed by RT-PCR using specific intron-spanning primers TERT-2164S (5′-GCCTGAGCTGATCTTGTGCA-3′) and TERT-2620A (5′-CGCAAACAGCTTGTCTCCATGTC-3′) that contained both the Δσ and Δβ TERT splice sites [39]. TERT splice variant amplification used SYBR green detection and the Universal SYBR Green Master Mix. Reactions were initially heated to 94°C for 90 s, followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for 25 s, 68°C for 50 s, and 72°C for 50 s. TERT PCR products were run on a 2% agarose gel and visualized using SYBR Safe (Invitrogen). The amplicon intensities were acquired by ImageJ for the TERT isoform PCR products and were normalized to the band intensity of the β-actin housekeeping gene transcripts (primers: β-actin-774, 5′-GGGAATTCAAACTGGAACGG TGAAGG-3′, and β-actin-775, 5′-GGGAATCTATCACA GTCTTGGCCACA-3′) [35] and the relative TERT splice variant transcript abundances were subsequently compared between experimental groups. All experiments were carried out according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analyses

For all experiments, statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel 2010 or Graph Pad Prism software. Results are expressed as SE of biological replicates as indicated in figure legends. Statistical significance was determined using unpaired Student’s t-tests. Parametric data were analyzed by a one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc Tukey’s test, while nonparametric data were analyzed by a two-way ANOVA on ranks followed by Bonferroni post hoc test. Statistically significant data were indicated if the P-value was < 0.05 (P < 0.05).

Results

Low O2 promotes cell viability and maintenance of the undifferentiated state in hESCs

Oxygen availability is one of the most important elements of the microenvironment that has demonstrated roles in mediating both embryonic development and stem cell characteristics [60,61]. To examine the effects of O2 tension on cell survival and maintenance of the undifferentiated cell state, hESCs were cultured for a total of 96 h in feeder-free conditions on Matrigel under an atmosphere that contained either a high (20%) or low (2%) O2 tension. To control for culture variability resulting from colony starting size, cells treated in high- and low-O2 conditions were derived and split from the same population of hESCs. To be consistent in the hESC attachment, they remained in 20% O2 for 24 h after passage to attach under the same conditions (Fig. 1A), and were then either maintained at 20% O2 or moved to 2% O2 culture atmosphere. After 96 h, we observed that hESCs in both O2 conditions displayed uniform colonies of compact cells with sharp edges (Fig. 1A). However, in 20% O2 compared with low-O2 cultures, we observed an increased number of hESC colonies that contained regions of flat cells with elongated morphology consistent with cellular differentiation (Fig. 1A).

From measurements of colony area, we observed that hESC colonies in 2% O2 were on average twice as large as those grown in 20% O2 (Fig. 1B). To further investigate the apparent hESC growth rate differences under varying O2 microenvironments, flow cytometry was performed to determine accurate viable cell counts. We observed a decrease in the incidence of cell death, as indicated by 7-AAD staining, in low-O2 cultures compared with their high-O2 counterparts (Fig. 1C, D).

To examine the cellular changes related to pluripotency/differentiation status between hESCs cultured in low- and high-O2 microenvironments, hESCs were examined by immunofluorescence for the levels of pluripotency marker Pou5F1 (herein referred to as Oct3/4), and for the cell surface differentiation marker stage-specific embryonic antigen 1 (SSEA1). Oct3/4 is characteristic of undifferentiated hESCs, whereas SSEA1 is typically only found in hESCs that have initiated differentiation [62]. Cultures maintained in both high- and low-O2 conditions contained uniform distributions of Oct3/4 fluorescence within hESC colonies (Fig. 2A). However, hESC colonies grown in 20% O2 conditions contained cells with visible amounts of SSEA1 fluorescence relative to hESCs cultured in 2% O2 (Fig. 2A). Densitometric examination of immunofluorescent signal intensities was performed to quantify the relative fluorescent pixel strength. There was no significant (P > 0.05) difference in Oct3/4 fluorescent intensities in hESCs cultured under the two O2 conditions (Supplementary Fig. S2B). However, hESCs grown in 20% O2 contained significantly (P < 0.05) higher SSEA1 fluorescent intensities than that of 2% O2 cells (Supplementary Fig. S2A). Flow cytometric analysis verified that the number of SSEA1-expressing cells was increased in high-O2 hESC cultures relative to their low-O2-cultured counterparts (Fig. 2D, E). In addition, flow cytometric data indicated a significant (P < 0.05) decrease in Oct3/4 fluorescence in high-O2 hESC cultures compared with those in low O2 (Fig. 2B, C). Taken together, these data indicate that culture of hESCs in a relatively low (2%) O2 microenvironment promotes cell viability and maintenance of an undifferentiated Oct3/4-positive and SSEA1-negative cellular state.

Low O2 increases TERT levels and promotes its nuclear localization without significant changes in telomerase activity

Based on the observation that a low-O2 microenvironment promotes maintenance of an undifferentiated state, we
utilized these conditions to investigate the potential molecular mechanisms behind hESC self-renewal and pluripotency. Previous studies have shown that hESCs express TERT and have subsequently high levels of telomerase activity that are reduced upon their spontaneous differentiation [51]. To investigate these observations further, we next sought to determine whether the observed growth and differentiation changes correlated with telomerase activity levels, TERT protein abundance, and TERT localization in hESCs cultured under high and low O2. For each O2 condition, TERT protein was elevated and localized predominantly within the nuclei of hESCs when cultured in 2% O2, but displayed a predominantly perinuclear/cytoplasmic localization pattern in cells grown in 20% O2 after both 4 and 6 days of culture (Fig. 3A). Both densitometric analyses of TERT immunofluorescence signals (Supplementary Fig. S3) and flow cytometry indicated a significant \( P < 0.05 \) increase in total TERT protein levels in hESCs cultured in 2% O2 compared with those cultured in 20% O2 after 5 days (Fig. 3C, D). In addition, western blot analyses detected elevated levels of total (phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated at Y707) TERT in hESCs grown in 2% O2 that were reduced when the cells were transitioned to 20% O2 conditions (Supplementary Fig. S4). To evaluate whether the observed differences in total TERT protein levels were reflected in the amount of telomerase activity, the RQ-TRAP assay was performed on hESCs cultured in high and low O2. Interestingly, elevated TERT protein in low-O2-cultured hESCs did not result in increased telomerase activity levels, as there was no significant difference \( P > 0.05 \) between the hESC groups (Fig. 3B). Overall, these findings indicate that compared with hESCs grown under high-O2 conditions, a low-O2 microenvironment promotes the nuclear localization

FIG. 1. Low-O2 microenvironment promotes cell viability of human embryonic stem cells (hESCs). hESCs were grown in feeder-free conditions in low (2%) and high (20%) O2 for a total of 96 h. (A) Phase-contrast microscopy images of H9 hESCs cultured in 20% O2 for the first 24 h to allow similar cell attachment after cell passage and at 96 h (72 h of additional culture) in 20% and 2% O2 conditions. Scale bars = 200 μm. (B) Histogram depicting relative colony area measurements of hESCs in 2% and 20% O2. For each O2 condition, three wells from six-well plates were counted for three different experiments. Colonies were selected in each well by computer software (MetaMorph®) and the average intensity graphed. Error bars represent standard error (SE), \( n = 3 \), \*\( P < 0.05 \). (C) Representative flow cytometry analysis measuring viable cell counts between hESC cultures grown in 2% and 20% O2. Viability was determined using 7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) staining. Cell populations were gated based on 7-AAD exclusion (7-AAD exclude of nonviable cells in flow cytometric assays); graphs show 7-AAD fluorescence for 2% O2-cultured hESCs (blue) relative to hESCs grown in 20% O2 (red). (D) Mean fluorescence intensity plots derived from flow cytometry data representing number of live cells. Error bars represent SE, \( n = 3 \), \*\( P < 0.05 \). Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/scd
of elevated TERT levels in hESCs without a significant alteration in telomerase activity levels.

**Varying effects of pharmacological telomerase activity inhibition on spontaneous hESC differentiation**

Although previous evidence indicates that hESCs express both TERT and TERC subunit genes [51], recent studies have shown that TERT overexpression in mouse epidermal stem cells activates stem cell division, migration, and self-renewal that is independent of TERC [24]. To build on our data that demonstrate that TERT protein abundance is significantly altered independent of telomerase activity in hESCs grown under different O₂ microenvironments, we investigated the potential for additional role(s) of telomerase in hESCs. To undertake this, we utilized the small-molecule telomerase inhibitors TI-IX and TI-III that have different modes of telomerase inhibition [55–57].

Preliminary experimentation and literature sourced concentrations previously used on human cells that effectively inhibited telomerase activity [55–57] indicated that TI-IX and TI-III inhibitors were most effective at nontoxic doses of 20 and 5 μM, respectively, in hESCs cultured in high- and low-O₂ conditions (Figs. 4B and 5B and Supplementary Figs. S5 and S6). H9 hESCs were treated with 20 μM TI-IX inhibitor and analyzed by immunofluorescence to detect the levels of pluripotency marker Oct3/4 and differentiation marker SSEA1. In both high- and low-O₂ cultures supplemented with TI-IX, we observed noticeable fluorescence for SSEA1 coupled with a decrease in Oct3/4 intensities, indicating that hESCs were spontaneously differentiating (Fig. 4A). These data were further validated through flow cytometry of 20% and 2% O₂ hESC cultures in the absence/presence of TI-IX inhibitor at concentrations of 0, 10, and 20 μM. A significant (P < 0.05) decrease in Oct3/4 protein abundance was observed at both inhibitor concentrations.

**FIG. 2.** Low-O₂ microenvironment promotes maintenance of an undifferentiated hESC state. hESCs were grown in feeder-free conditions in low (2%) and high (20%) O₂ for a total of 96 h. (A) Immunocytochemistry detection of Oct3/4 and stage-specific embryonic antigen 1 (SSEA1) in hESCs cultured in 2% or 20% O₂ for 96 h. Representative immunofluorescence microscopy images are shown. Scale bars represent 200 μm. Representative flow cytometry data plots representing fluorescence signal for hESC populations harvested from normoxic and hypoxic cultures. Cells were assayed for Oct3/4 and SSEA1. Oct3/4 (B) and SSEA1 (D) fluorescence is shown in 2% (blue) and 20% (red) O₂ conditions relative to matched isotype controls (black). Viability was determined using 7-AAD staining. Mean fluorescence intensity plots derived from flow cytometry data representing Oct3/4 (C) and SSEA1 (E) signal intensities of hESCs grown in 2% and 20% O₂. Error bars represent SD, n=3, *P < 0.05. Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/scd
and O₂ concentrations compared with untreated controls (Fig. 4C, D). The significant difference in Oct3/4 protein levels observed between untreated and 10 μM-TI-IX-treated 2% and 20% O₂ hESC groups became nonsignificant at the 20 μM TI-IX dose (Fig. 4D). Conversely, SSEA1 levels were significantly (P < 0.05) increased in the presence of 20 μM TI-IX inhibitor compared with untreated controls for both high- and low-O₂ hESC cultures (Fig. 4E, F). This data demonstrates that pharmacological inhibition of telomerase activity using a bis-catechol containing m-phenylenediamide compound causes spontaneous hESC differentiation within both high- and low-O₂ microenvironments.

We next investigated what effect antagonism of telomerase activity with a small-molecule PS-ODN telomere mimic would have on hESCs cultured under varying O₂ conditions. H9 hESCs were treated with 5 μM TI-III and analyzed by immunofluorescence to detect levels of pluripotency marker SSEA4 and the differentiation marker SSEA1 (Fig. 5A). In TI-III-inhibitor-treated hESCs, we observed uniform SSEA4 fluorescence in both high- and low-O₂-cultured cells (Fig. 5A). Additionally, we observed no apparent difference in fluorescence signal intensities for SSEA1 in either of the O₂ microenvironments after TI-III inhibition (Fig. 5A), although a significant (P < 0.05) decrease in telomerase activity levels was observed after a 3-day treatment of hESCs with 5 μM TI-III in both 20% and 2% O₂ compared with nontreated controls and compared with PS-ODN-treated hESC controls (Fig. 5B and Supplementary Fig. S7). Similar to the results observed for immunofluorescence, flow cytometry revealed no significant (P > 0.05) changes in SSEA4 or SSEA1 abundance in hESCs treated and untreated with the TI-III inhibitor (Fig. 5C, D). Although both pharmacological small-molecule inhibitors can significantly decrease telomerase activity levels, only TI-IX treatment resulted in spontaneous hESC differentiation, whereas TI-III-mediated inhibition did not, suggesting possible extra-telomeric roles for TERT in maintaining the undifferentiated stem cell state.

TERT isoform transcripts are differentially abundant in hESCs cultured under varying O₂ atmospheres and are associated with polysomes

Based on the results that demonstrate that a telomere mimic did not induce spontaneous hESC differentiation and
that low-O2 conditions elevate total TERT protein levels and promote its nuclear localization without significant changes in telomerase activity levels, we next examined the transcript abundance of several alternatively spliced variants of TERT known not to exhibit telomerase activity [33]. To determine TERT isoform transcript levels in hESCs cultured in 20% and 2% O2 conditions, we performed RT-PCR analysis using intron-spanning primers that will simultaneously detect specific TERT splice variant transcripts [39]. Agarose gel electrophoresis of amplified transcripts revealed that constitutively spliced, full-length (+α+β) TERT as well as the Δα, Δβ, and ΔαΔβ TERT isoforms are expressed...
in H9 hESCs cultured in both high- and low-O2 conditions (Fig. 6). Interestingly, both full-length TERT and the Δα isoform transcript abundance were significantly (P<0.05) reduced in hESCs cultured in 2% O2 conditions compared with those grown in high 20% O2 (Fig. 6B). The Δβ TERT isoform and the dual-deletion variant (ΔαΔβ TERT isoform) showed no difference in transcript levels between O2 microenvironments; however, the transcript abundance for the ΔαΔβ variant was significantly (P<0.05) less compared with the other TERT splice variants (Fig. 6B).

To further delineate the microenvironmental effect on TERT isoform abundance in hESCs, we employed a culture model that reproducibly induces stem cell differentiation at a pinpoint time before overt differentiation when hESCs are
making critical cell fate decisions. Studies in our laboratory indicate that hESCs proliferate in all O2 conditions (1%–21%), and that in the absence of media changes (“nonfeeding” conditions), hESCs cultured for 72 h in 21% O2 begin to spontaneously differentiate, whereas hESCs cultured for the same period in 1%–2% O2 remain undifferentiated (Postovit Lab, unpublished data). Using this system we observe that the transcript abundance for both the \( \text{Db} \) and \( \text{DaDb} \) \( TERT \) isoforms does not change, whereas the \( \text{Da} \) \( TERT \) isoform transcript levels decrease from feeding to nonfeeding conditions at both O2 tensions (Fig. 6C, D).

Interestingly, the transcript abundance for full-length, constitutively spliced \( TERT \), although higher in 20% O2 cultured cells, significantly decreased under nonfeeding conditions, whereas no differences were observed for the lower abundant full-length \( TERT \) in hESCs grown under 2% O2 between feeding and nonfeeding regimens (Fig. 6C, D).

To determine whether these \( TERT \) splice variants are translated in hESCs, we assessed their association with polyribosomes in H9 hESCs (Fig. 7). We used a polyribosome profiling approach that separates mRNAs based on the number of ribosomes they bind by sucrose gradient centrifugation [53]. This method allows separation of poorly and efficiently translated mRNAs by their association with light and heavy polyribosome fractions, respectively. Levels of the \( \Delta \beta \) and \( \Delta \alpha \Delta \beta \) \( hTERT \) splice variants were evaluated in each fraction by RT-qPCR and compared to the levels of \( XIST \) RNA, a well-known nontranslated RNA. In contrast to \( XIST \), which was not associated to either light or heavy polyribosome fractions (Fig. 7Bi), both \( \Delta \beta \) (Fig. 7Bii) and \( \Delta \alpha \Delta \beta \) (Fig. 7Biii) \( hTERT \) splice variant mRNA transcripts were associated with both light and heavy polyribosome fractions. The \( \Delta \alpha \) \( hTERT \) splice variant was not detected in either light or heavy polyribosome fractions isolated from hESCs (data not shown). These results provide strong support that the \( \Delta \beta \) and \( \Delta \alpha \Delta \beta \) \( hTERT \) splice variants are translated into proteins within hESCs. Based on the differential expression patterns and evidence of their translation, we next sought to determine isoform-specific roles for the \( TERT \) splice variants in hESCs.
Steric blocking of TERT alternative splicing induces spontaneous hESC differentiation

To reveal the potential biological roles for these specific TERT splice variants in hESCs, steric-blocking Morpholino antisense oligonucleotides (MO) were utilized as described previously [63]. In this study MO were designed with a sequence complementary to the Δα (intron 5/exon 6) and Δβ (exon 8/intron 8) boundaries of the TERT pre-mRNA molecule and were 3'-fluorescently tagged to enable visualization and quantification of intracellular uptake. Using immunofluorescence microscopy, we observed that MO specific for Δα and Δβ TERT isoforms, as well as the standard scrambled control MO, were effectively transfected into hESCs (Fig. 8A). Flow cytometric analysis of the control MO in a culture of H9 hESCs showed a very high (97.8%) transfection efficiency that was consistently similar among all the groups (Fig. 8D). To confirm the specificity and effectiveness of the TERT MO, RT-PCR analysis was performed to measure full-length (+α + β) TERT and alternatively spliced TERT isoform transcript levels. cDNA derived from H9 hESCs treated with either Δα or Δβ MOs revealed a significant (P < 0.05) decrease in splice variant transcript levels in the presence of each TERT splice variant MO compared with hESCs treated with the standard scrambled MO (Fig. 8B, C). We also observed a significant (P < 0.05) decrease of full-length TERT in Δα-MO-treated hESCs but not for Δβ-MO-treated hESCs (Fig. 8B, C), where full-length TERT transcripts were significantly (P < 0.05) higher in abundance. Surprisingly, we observed a significant (P < 0.05) reduction in telomerase activity levels in the presence of either Δα or Δβ MO, with the Δβ-MO-treated hESCs displaying a much greater decrease in telomerase activity than the Δα-MO-treated cells compared with hESCs exposed to the control MO (Fig. 9B).

To determine the effect(s) of steric-blocking specific alternative splicing events of TERT on the pluripotent stem cell state, we assayed MO-treated hESCs for SSEA1 expression. There was an apparent increase in SSEA1 fluorescence in the presence of either Δα- or Δβ-isofrom-specific MOs but not for hESCs treated with the standard control MO (Fig. 9A). These initial experiments suggested that blocking/altering the alternative splicing events of TERT pre-RNA induces hESC differentiation. hTERT splice variants have been detected during development displaying nonrandom, tissue-specific expression patterns that influence telomerase activity levels during differentiation [36]. To further investigate TERT-splice-variant-dependent regulation of hESC differentiation, MO-treated hESCs were assayed for a panel of lineage-specific markers using real-time quantitative
RT-qPCR (Fig. 10). hESCs cultured in the absence of bFGF for 72 h to induce spontaneous differentiation were used as a differentiation control. In the presence of both the δα- and δβ-TERT-isoform-specific MO, there was a significant (P < 0.05) decrease in Oct3/4 levels, while Nanog transcript levels were significantly decreased in δβ-MO-treated cells only (Fig. 10). Examining germ-layer-specific markers for ectoderm differentiation, we observed a significant (P < 0.05) increase in transcripts for neurogenic differentiation factor 1 (NeuroD1) and paired box 6 (Pax6) only in hESCs treated with δβ MO (Fig. 10). There were also significant (P < 0.05) increases in transcripts for markers representative of endoderm (GATA6) and mesoderm (Brachyury) lineages in the δα-MO-treated hESCs but not for their δβ-MO-treated counterparts (Fig. 10). Taken together, these results verify that specific MO inhibition of specific TERT isoforms can promote spontaneous hESC differentiation that appears to be biased toward particular lineages.

Discussion

The interactions between hESCs and their surrounding microenvironment are critical for the regulation of inter- and intracellular processes, where subtle changes in this niche can induce dramatic alterations in hESC phenotype [64]. Herein, we have shown that a low (2%) O₂ atmosphere induced nuclear localization of elevated TERT levels that correlated with hESC proliferation/cell survival in the undifferentiated state, without significantly increasing telomerase activity levels. Pharmacological perturbation of telomerase activity levels using a synthetic analogue of a major tea catechin promoted spontaneous hESC
differentiation, whereas telomerase inhibition by a telomere mimic did not. Expression profiling of a number of alternately spliced variants of TERT that lack reverse transcription function displayed dynamic changes in transcript abundance under varying O₂ tensions and in conditions that promote/impede proliferation in undifferentiated cell state. Further, steric blocking of TERT splicing events induced spontaneous hESC differentiation that appears to be lineage biased. Together, our findings suggest a microenvironmental regulation of hESC potency and self-renewal that is modulated, in part, by TERT isoform functions that are beyond telomerase’s typical role in telomere synthesis or maintenance.

Our results reveal that a low (2%)–O₂ culture atmosphere increases hESC survival and enhances maintenance of an Oct3/4-positive, SSEA1-negative undifferentiated hESC state compared with hESCs cultured under high (20%)–O₂ conditions. This is in support of previous studies that have shown that low-O₂ tension/hypoxia maintains the undifferentiated states of various stem cell populations and also influences their proliferation and cell-fate commitments [65]. Similar to our findings, constant low-O₂/hypoxic culturing allows long-term propagation of hESCs without spontaneous differentiation [66–69]. Likewise, hypoxia induces the return of committed cells back to a pluripotent state [70] and facilitates the generation of induced pluripotent stem cells [71]. These beneficial effects of low O₂/hypoxia are due, in part, to the expression/stabilization of hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs) in pluripotent cells grown under low-O₂ conditions [67]. However, negative effects of hypoxia on self-renewal have also been observed in mouse ESCs [72,73] and in hESCs cultured with a short splitting interval at low-O₂ tensions [74]. Along with inherent genetic variation between individual ESC lines [75], differences in cellular densities, O₂ consumption (metabolic) rates, and even medium heights [76] influence the O₂ levels encountered by cells at different stages of pluripotency that ultimately determine the distinct proliferation and differentiation capabilities of ESCs under hypoxic conditions [77]. A multifactorial approach that examines hESCs over a range of physiological and nonphysiological O₂ tensions with activation/inhibition of various signaling pathways will further define the downstream mechanisms by which O₂ tension mediates ESC self-renewal and pluripotency [78]. A number of O₂-sensitive transcriptional programs have been identified in hESCs [79,80]. HIFs regulate pluripotency and proliferation in hESCs [67] and HIF-1α in particular has been identified as critical for telomerase function in murine ESCs [81]. Interestingly, both telomerase subunit (TERT and TERc) gene promoter sequences contain hypoxia response element consensus sites, which through HIF-1 transcription factors mediate upregulation of TERT under hypoxic conditions [82,83]. Previous studies have shown that low-O₂/hypoxia microenvironments induce telomerase/TERT gene expression [81,82,84,85]. Conversely, oxidant-mediated phosphorylation of TERT (Y707) triggers nuclear export of TERT into the cytoplasm/mitochondria, where it protects mitochondrial function but reduces the anti-apoptotic activity of TERT [86–88]. We have observed TERT phosphorylation...
and its nuclear export when hESCs are moved from low- to high-O₂ microenvironments and after hydrogen peroxide treatments (Teichroeb and Betts, unpublished data). These reports support our observations that low-O₂ culture promotes elevation of nuclear TERT levels in hESCs. Although low-O₂ culture increased total TERT protein levels, surprisingly no change in telomerase activity was observed. Although this could be due to the poor ability of the CHAPS buffer in the TRAP assay to lyse nuclei, the immunolocalization changes and alterations of total TERT protein levels in hESCs cultured under high- and low-O₂ conditions are compelling and warrant additional study. Future subcellular protein fractionation studies will quantify the dynamic movements of TERT localization in hESCs grown under varying culture conditions.

To further investigate the relationship between telomerase function and O₂ microenvironment in the context of hESC self-renewal and differentiation, we utilized two small-molecule inhibitors of telomerase activity. Although both molecules significantly decreased telomerase activity in hESCs to similar levels, only the synthetic tea catechin (TI-IX) prompted spontaneous hESC differentiation in both high- and low-O₂ microenvironments. In contrast, pharmacological inhibition of telomerase by the hexameric PS-ODN
telomere mimic (TI-III) was unable to promote any apparent cellular differentiation of hESCs. Induction of differentiation upon telomerase inhibition by TI-IX occurred within a matter of days, and is therefore not due to critical shortening of telomeres [27,89]. Interestingly, TI-III-mediated telomerase inhibition in hESCs appeared to improve stem-cell-like phenotype compared with nontreated hESC controls. Previously, overexpression of TERT in hESCs increased telomerase activity, enhanced their proliferation and colony forming abilities, and suppressed their in vitro differentiation capabilities [51]. Conversely, knockdown of total TERT levels in hESCs induced their spontaneous differentiation, reduced their proliferation, and caused them to lose pluripotency [51]. However, these modulations of TERT/telomerase levels were carried out in the presence of the TERC [51]. Unlike mTERT\(^{-/-}\) mESCs that remain proliferating in the undifferentiated state even with short telomeres [27], inhibition of TERT function by pharmacological means (our study) or siRNAs [51] induces hESCs to undergo rapid and spontaneous differentiation. The species differences in the lack of TERT may be attributed to differing naive and primed pluripotent states; however, previous studies have demonstrated that human and mice cells differ in their telomere signaling pathways [90]. Although the specific mechanism(s) of telomerase inhibition for the synthetic tea catechin (TI-IX) is not known, treatment of cells with TI-IX results in both acute telomere uncapping-mediated cell cycle arrest and long-term telomere erosion [91] that may be mediated by its effects on DNA substrate binding of telomerase [56]. However, many catechols do exhibit antioxidiant and/or oxidant properties [92], so TI-IX effects through alteration in cellular redox status cannot be ruled out in our study. In contrast, TI-III is a nuclease-resistant PS-ODN telomere mimic that would sequester telomerase away from the chromosome ends [93] potentially enhancing TERT’s ability to act in an extra-telomeric fashion. Our observation of increased levels of the pluripotent marker SSEA4 after TI-III treatment of hESCs supports this hypothesis. Although telomerase activity was inhibited to a similar degree by both small molecules, TI-IX (MST-312) is a reversible inhibitor and thus its effect on inhibiting telomerase levels might have been underestimated by the TRAP assay. This possibility suggests that the different effects observed for each telomerase inhibitor on hESC function could be correlated to varying inhibition levels of total telomerase activity. Although we did not observe significant cell death upon exposure of hESCs to either of the small-molecule inhibitors (Supplementary Fig. S6), hESCs treated with higher doses of TI-III still did not appear to differentiate but seemed to undergo apoptosis and/or senescence (Supplementary Fig. S6). Future studies comparing inducible shRNAi knockdowns of total hTERT and hTERC levels in hESCs and examining telomere dynamics (ie, telomere uncapping) and various extra-telomeric pathways will help decipher the noncanonical function(s) of telomerase in regulating stem cell self-renewal and potency.

Our findings highlight the potential for microenvironmental regulation of hESC function based, in part, on the expression of different TERT isoforms. Increasing evidence points to alternative splicing in controlling regulatory programs for stem cell maintenance and differentiation [94,95]. Alternate splicing provides an important source of protein diversity resulting in alterations or loss of specific function(s), changes in protein localization, or even gain of novel unexpected role(s) [96,97]. Multiple in-frame and out-of-frame alternate splice variants of TERT have been identified [97], many of which lack part of or the entire reverse transcriptase domain, and are expressed in human oocytes and early embryos [37]. Many of these out-of-frame splice variants with a premature termination codon (PTC) are expected to undergo nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) [98]. In this study we investigated characteristics of the most well-known TERT deletion variants (\(\Delta z\), \(\Delta \beta\), and \(\Delta z\Delta \beta\)) that lack telomerase activity due to partial or full deletion of the reverse transcriptase domain. The dynamic changes in TERT isoform transcript abundance we observed in hESCs cultured under varying O\(_2\) conditions and in microenvironments that maintain or impede proliferation in the undifferentiated state suggest that either the levels of specific TERT isoforms or the relative proportions of the entire TERT isoform expression profile are important for hESC self-renewal and differentiation. Although the mechanism and function of TERT/alternative splicing is presently vague [99], the pattern of TERT splice variants correlates with loss of telomerase activity during development [35] and tumor grade [100], suggesting that differential splicing may be a means of regulating TERT gene expression without altering overall transcription levels under certain microenvironments. Interestingly, TERT appears to be regulated by alternative splicing under hypoxic conditions, involving a switch in the splice pattern in favor of the active full-length isoform in ovarian carcinoma cells [83].

Similar to recent studies [46,101], we utilized polyribosome profiling to provide evidence that hTERT splice variants are actively translated within hESCs since commercial antibodies are unreliable in their detection of endogenous levels of specific hTERT isoforms [102]. Blackburn’s group recently demonstrated that the \(\Delta \beta\) splice variant escapes NMD and is associated with polyribosomes in various human cancer cell lines [46]. We detected both the \(\Delta \beta\) and \(\Delta z\Delta \beta\) hTERT transcripts within light and heavy polyribosome fractions isolated from hESCs. Our inability to detect \(\Delta z\) hTERT spliced transcripts in polyribosomal fractions was probably due to its much lower relative abundance in hESCs. These results further demonstrate that some alternatively spliced TERT mRNAs that contain a PTC (eg, \(\Delta \beta\)-containing hTERT isoforms) may not be targeted to NMD and are actually translated [46,101]. The production and application of hTERT-isoform-specific antibodies and the use of polyribosome profiling of hTERT splice variant expression in hESCs grown under varying microenvironments and treatments will help clarify the functional role(s) of TERT isoforms in regulating stem cell function.

As the first step in elucidating their functions we utilized steric-blocking antisense morpholino oligonucleotides (MO) to specifically block hTERT pre-mRNA splicing events and thereby force the expression of altered hTERT transcripts [103–105]. After optimizing MO delivery into hESCs we observed effective steric-blocking of \(\Delta z\), \(\Delta \beta\), and \(\Delta z\Delta \beta\) hTERT splice variant transcripts that were associated with their spontaneous differentiation and telomerase downregulation. hTERT splicing has been previously modulated in human prostate carcinoma cells using an oligomer-mediated approach that decreased full-length hTERT
transcripts with a concomitant increase in the alternatively spliced transcripts, resulting in significant telomerase activity inhibition that reduced cell growth and induced apoptotic effects that were independent of telomere shortening [106]. Steric-blocking MO in addition to blocking specific splicing events can, at the same time, increase the splicing events (deletions and insertions) at other sites along the same pre-mRNA molecule [103–105]. This would explain the reduction in multiple TERT splice variant transcripts and/or the increase in full-length (+α +β) TERT transcripts after a single MO treatment. These unknown MO-induced alternative-splicing events could confound the interpretation of our results. If the upregulated hTERT splice variants exhibit altered reverse transcriptase function and/or variable TERC binding abilities, then telomerase activity levels would be impacted as well. We are currently conducting hydrolysis-probe-based RT-qPCR to better quantitate the transcript abundance of various hTERT splice variants and to map out the entire hTERT isoform transcriptome of hESCs and rarely find hTERT mRNA containing just a single alternative splice event (Betts, unpublished data). Interestingly, our lineage marker analysis of TERT MO-treated hESCs pointed to a biased differentiation toward endomesodermal and neuroectodermal lineages after MO-induced blocking of the Δα and Δβ hTERT splice variants, respectively. Preliminary studies that examine early lineage commitment in hESCs have observed a nonrandom expression pattern for various hTERT splice variants (Betts, unpublished data). Although our observations could be correlated to total telomerase activity levels as opposed to specific effects on noncanonical TERT activities, a previous study that overexpressed full-length TERT in mESCs showed enhanced differentiation toward the hematopoietic lineage [49] and early work in our lab that overexpresses specific hTERT splice variants as hESCs differentiate display enriched differentiation toward specific cell lineages (Betts, unpublished data). Future studies that knock down specific TERT isoforms and overexpress individual or multiple TERT variants in hESCs during prolonged differentiation regimes in vitro and in vivo will further clarify the precise roles of specific hTERT isoforms during cell fate determination.

Our findings support a mechanistic link between telomerase splice variant expression and stem cell behavior that is regulated by the surrounding O2 microenvironment. Extra-telomeric TERT isoforms, especially those without reverse transcriptase activity, potentially function through Wnt/β-catenin signaling, which is a known O2-regulated pathway in stem cells [107]. Full-length, constitutively spliced TERT modulates Wnt signaling without its telomeric ability [25]. TERT splice variants are expressed in cancer as well during development influencing telomerase activity levels and subsequently telomere length [36,37,108]. However, it is possible that naturally occurring TERT splice variants are not mere bystanders that modulate telomerase activity but are active participants in dictating cellular behavior in an extra-telomeric fashion. Recently, examination of the Δβ deletion has shown that this TERT variant is localized to both the nucleus and mitochondria and confers a growth advantage to cancer cells that is independent of telomere maintenance role [46]. Also, a newly identified human TERT variant containing an in-frame deletion of exons 4–13 (removal of the catalytic domain) stimulates cell proliferation in various telomerase-negative and -positive cell lines [30]. Further examination of alternative splice variants of TERT in various stem and cancer cell populations will help elucidate the various noncanonical roles of TERT isoforms in mediating progenitor/stem cell function and what role they might play in the progression of cancer phenotype under changing microenvironments.
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